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Poisoned Pen Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 240 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.4in. x
0.9in.Newspaper librarian Maddy Sprowls never gives story ideas to the editors at The Hannawa
Herald-Union. She prefers to stay in the morgue and do her job, and hopes the editors stay in the
newsroom and do theirs. Then one Saturday she sees four elderly women get out of a taxicab at a
garage sale. Those women must hire that cabby every week, she figures, to drive them from garage
sale to garage sale while they search for treasure. And wouldnt that make a great feature story for
the paper Monday morning she runs straight to the newsroom with her idea. Shortly after the story
runs, one of the four women is murderedretired antique dealer Violeta Bell. Maddy wants no part of
the investigation. But before she knows it shes on another of her infamous snoopathons. And, good
gravy, enjoying every minute of it. Was Violeta Bell murdered by one of the other garage sale ladies
Former striptease artist Kay Hausenfelter perhaps Or real estate agent Gloria McPhee Or eccentric
philanthropist Ariel Wilburger-Gowdy Or was it Eddie French, the scruffy cabby with a police record
as long as...
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The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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